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Wettingen, 13.07.2020

Keyon AG is the latest member of
the Swiss IT Security Group
Dear customers, business partners and friends,
We are delighted to welcome Keyon AG, which is headquartered in Jona, Switzerland, as the
latest member of the Swiss IT Security Group (SITS). As part of its ongoing growth strategy,
the Swiss IT Security Group and its managing partners will be acquiring a 100% share in
Keyon.
This is the Group’s thirteenth acquisition since it was founded in 2017, and its sixth acquisition
in Switzerland (MIT Group, Intellec and zapp IT were all successfully integrated into execure
ag). Like Keynet and execure, Keyon will initially continue to operate as an independent
company.
Keyon AG, founded in 1999, is a leading provider of solutions and services in the fields of IT
security and customer-specific software development. The full-service provider specialises in
the following areas:
Microsoft Cloud security: Specification, implementation and monitoring of comprehensive
security and governance processes in the Microsoft O365 ecosystem
Enterprise PKI management: true-Xtender® – comprehensive solutions for the issuance,
management and revocation of X.509 certificates on Windows, iOS, Android, Mac and Linux,
and for the IoT
Digital signature services: true-Sign® – enterprise signature solution for documents, macro
and code signatures. Supports qualified, advanced and corporate certificates
Enterprise key management, database and file encryption: Comprehensive technical and
organisational solutions for the encryption of sensitive data
Software engineering: Design and implementation of customer-specific security solutions on
premises and in the cloud
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The Keyon management board all agree: ‘Being a part of the Group will enable us to provide
our customers with further services. We are convinced that the partnership with the SITS
Group offers Keyon, its employees and its customers significant and immediate added value.’
‘I am delighted to have acquired another Swiss member in Keyon. The company’s philosophy,
service portfolio and partnership with Microsoft fit our group perfectly,’ says Philipp Stebler,
CEO of Swiss IT Security AG.
Swiss IT Security AG is currently in talks with further companies in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland with the aim of continuing to expand the Group in future. Today, the Group
employs more than 400 highly qualified members of staff.
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About Swiss IT Security AG
Swiss IT Security AG, founded in 2017 and headquartered in Wettingen, is a leading group of companies in the DACH
region. It consists of top-class IT security providers and unites experience and expertise with resources and services.
Our goal is to identify and effectively deter threats and attacks of every kind. With the help of leading IT solutions and
technologies, we offer customers comprehensive IT security from a single source. Our solutions include tailored
strategies, architectures and processes, in-depth employee training on IT security risks, and wide-ranging service
packages. Find out more at sits-group.ch
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